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EVP Group – Vision, Mission, Values

Our Mission & Value

In EVP, we Give Thanks In Any Circumstance. We embrace virtues of Geniuses, Thanksgiving, 

Integrity, Innovation, Aggressiveness, Cooperation. Through technology innovation, we are 

committed to create a sustainable living environment for all beings, in hope to bring earth 

Back to Eden. 

EVP Group

Founded in Delaware USA 2009, by James Young. EVP’s core technology consists of three areas : 

Advanced Energy, Recycling, Energy Efficiency. EVP Group consolidates resources around the 

globe, and is dedicated to innovation for the next generation. 
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The Importance of Optimum Water
S-ONEwater

Helps thin your blood in the body and prevent from cardiovascular obstruction

Accumulation of toxins can be rapidly eliminated from the body, a natural diuretics 

It can deliver oxygen into cells and reduce the proliferation of anaerobic cancer cells

The content of tryptophan in bodies is increased to improve the symptoms of diabetes

Growing bone will be stronger to improve osteoporosis

Melanin can be increased to improve troublesome insomnia. 



How We Make 
S-ONE Water

Ordinary water that contains 
larger water clusters

Micro-clustered waterS-ONEwater
『 The jet impact technology with 

extremely hot and cold temperatures』
Unsaturated water vapor with high temperatures 

can be instantly produced with the nanometer water 
mass of small molecules formed after condensation.

Extremely hot 

Extremely cold 



The Advantages 
of S-ONE Water

Aquaporin

S-ONEwater
the micro-clustered water 

molecules sized below 2nm
Easily pass through the fine 

mesh cell walls

Cell walls

Width of 
channel 2nm 

Cell walls



NMR : 
Nuclear magnetic Resonance

Testing

NMR Test of  the water 
from the Japan Longevity 
villages : 82 Hz  NMR Test of Bottled 

spring water :  120 Hz

NMR Test of EVP 

S-ONEwater : 47 Hz
NMR Test of the deep ocean 
water & Snowy mountains water
(1 kilometer under/over the sea 
level) : 60 Hz ~ 70 Hz 

The Advantages 
of S-ONE Water



ORP stands for Oxidation-Reduction Potential,
is a measure of the cleanliness of the water

It has a range of –2,000 to + 2,000 
and units are in “mV” (millivolts). 

S-ONEwater ORP

Reading of +150mV

Aerobic bacteria thrive 
in environments :
between+200 mV ~ +800 mV

Unfavorable environment for Aerobic 
bacteria and Anaerobic bacteria : 
Between +100 mV ~ +200 mV

Anaerobic bacteria thrive in 
environments :
between -700 mV ~ +100 mV

The Advantages 
of S-ONE Water



S-ONEwater : Natural Alkaline Water
has a pH of 9.1 ~ 9.6 , have not been through any 
chemical processing and reconciliation



The Importance of Optimum Water
S-ONEwater

It is helpful for the cells to rapidly generate electrical 
power and magnetic power as well as enhance the cell’s energy.

It makes skin become smoother to delay aging

It protects genes from damage with the repair mechanism of genes more effective.

It can effectively decompose food and promote digestive absorption and metabolism. 

The efficiency of bone marrow immune systems is
strengthened to trigger more powerful anti-cancer functions.

It is an important joint lubricant preventive from arthritis and back pain.



The mechanism of bone marrow hematopoietic mechanism is 
enhanced to prevent from leukemia and lymphoma

The harmony between brain and body is improved which 
levels up the capabilities of realizing the goals. 

It protects genes from potential destruction, and triggers 
more effective repair mechanism of genes.

It prevents from memory aging and reduces dementia, 
multiple sclerosis and Parkinson's disease.

Kidneys, livers, brains and skin, together with the toxic 
substances in tissue voids, can be cleaned more effectively.

Heartbeat function is enhanced to dilute substance and water 
flow preventive from the accumulation of vascular wastes.

The Importance of Optimum Water
S-ONEwater



The Mother Nature Water H2O (micron class) are composed of several large H2O 
molecules to form a ring structure. Through the "EVP Jet Impact Technology with 
Extremely Hot and Cold Temperatures", this ring structure can be broken up to make 
water molecules become nanometer sizes in order to penetrate cell membranes and 
enter blood vessels, and fat wherein fat is under metabolism and discharged. It can be 
absorbed by human bodies more easily.

• 1 nanometer is equal to 1 x 10-9 meter, namely, one billionth of a meter.

• A water molecule is composed of one oxygen atom and two hydrogen atoms.

• Hydrogen bonds among water molecules are linked mutually. Under the status of 
water liquid, some hydrogen bonds are established, but some are broken down. 
Therefore, water molecules stagger mutually and flow to enter the cells internal to 
human bodies because of the flowing motion of water. 

The Importance of Optimum Water
S-ONEwater



Aquaporin also called water channels, is a kind of protein located on the cell 

membrane (integral membrane protein), Channels can be formed on cell 

membranes to control water access on cells like "cellar pumps".

The gap junction, which is responsible for the intercellular transportation of cell 

fluids, is formed on membranes to screen specific water molecules. Therefore, 

only the nano water molecules sized below 2nm are allowed to enter the 

intracellular fluid of membranes.

The Importance of Optimum Water
S-ONEwater



Thanks

S-ONEWater
Micro-cluster water


